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The institute on Pluralism and G.. _up Identity
beileves that if America is to survive as a healthy,
pluralistic nation we_must espond to_the needs of
individuals who identify as members of groups and
give attention to the broad spectrum of group agendas.
At the same time, every precaution must be taken to
assure that competing group remands do not deteriorate
into polarization, negativism or destructive grOup
chauvitism.

At outgrowth of the...National Project on Lthnic
America. the Institute's aim is to bring the social
sciences and the humanities into closer contact with
the values and life styles of America's diverse
groupings. We concentrate on developing effective

between scholars, practitioners, government
officials and constituencies; formulating new polici s
and programs related to group.status, group identity
and group diversity; and publishing and disseminating
mat rials designed to foster better understanding.

Tt is our belief that the goals of promoting the
common good and developing cooperation and coalition
are Lest achieved by recogni.Ang diversity rather than
ignoring it.



TOE CULTURAL DIMENSION IN LEARN(NG

AND CHILD DEVELOPMENT

NEW POLICY IMPLICATIONS

Jerome M. sop

ee poace rec,omm were proserd
Jcrome M. Seelig t,o "The u 1 tatiori

Cultural Dimensions of £ecrzing od
lopment ln thc Young Child " held in

ccgo on Mae 9, 7 97,9. Mr PO1 iq 1

Assistant Director of the midwas
the American Jewish Committee's Instutc
on Fturaliem and Group Identity. The Con-
sultation, which was sponsored by the Insti-
tute,_ was an attempt to establish a broadened
.genda for the child development field by
bringing recent findings on the multi-_ethnie
facto:os to greater prominence. Practice and
police related to the reality of America
ethnic and culturat diversity as it exists
within white populations as well as among

nority groups Ida-- emphasized.

The almost inevitable spread of child care prorams uill
lengthen the number of hours the average child spends outsi4e his
home. Changes beyc. Id child care.and_schooling have also
ncreased the impact public institutions have on the child.
Shifts in economic and social relations have lessened the in r-
tance of traditional family cultures. The church, ethnic g-
and extended families are diminishing forces on parnt style-
The influences of schools, the media and other public institations
ar constantly modifying familiar family values, Children are
affocted by these changes. Their values are increasingly glaped
du%ing the lengthening time spent in school and by the overvillelming
amount of time most spend w tching television.

Because these influences have such a profouid :ffect :nd
be_ause they of,en create great conflict in children'S perception
of the "real world," it is vital that we design child development
programs that are sensitive to and supportive of the child's own
cultural heritage. Educational effectiveness is closely relaFea
co a child's self-image of her or his ethnic, racial, sex and
class Children give authentic signals based on their
own experiences and backgrounds. Learning and social development
are likely to suffer when the response to these signals is
inadequate, insensitive or nonexistent.

As Congressional debate on the Ch±id and Faifltly Ser ice Act
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(the Mondale-hr bill) c ltinues, the nstitute on Pluralism
and Group Identity believes it is timely for parents, professionals,
ommunity and special interest groups to join to help develop
chiLd service programs that are sensitive to cultural and group
dentity influences. The recommendations that I offer are a guide
for implementing such programs and are designed to evoke support
fron 4 wide variety of c;Toups.

I use the phrases ethnicity, identity and culture exten-
sively and occasionally interchangeably. What do these terms mean
and why should we be interested in bettor understanding the "cul-
tural dimension" of the child? Ethnicity denotes the conscious
and unconscious element or traits that separate one national or
minority group from the other. Ethnicity is a sense of commonality
or community derived from networks of faMily relations, which for
generations have been carriers of common experience. Ethnicity is
a critical factor in developing values, attitudes, perceptions,
needs, modes of expression. It can be body language or reaction
to pain, how we view education, what we eat, or bow we raise our
children.

:Lnt like ethni ity, is both conscious and uflCon-
riQUS. It is a manifestation of the emotional, economic and

social forces that make us who we are. A most pervasive force
in identity is our ethnicity. Culture can be defined as a group's
identitv of ethnicity, be it the personal, symbolic, or the
shared values of the community. Past and present culture, our
identity, and how we choose to relate to our identity or ethnicity
can shape the culture of the moment.

Culture and ethnicity so shape the lives of parents, chil-
dren and professionals that the two become a dimension of learning
and development. To better understand the child and the family,
we need to understand the cultural baggage that the child brings
to tha school, pre-school or agency setting. Without understanding
the eulture of the child and the family, and how it diverges from
the values and the culture of public institutions, it will be
difficult for the professional or the institution to meet the
child's needs. Inability to understand children of varying cul-
turcas will make it difficult for professionals to understand
either development and problems of development in the child's
learning and growth, or his family's ability or inability to cope.

The words development and learning are also used frequently
and interchangeably. Development is defined as_the process by
whie_ the child acquires cognitive skills, obtains knowledge,
develops language and establishes a secure sense of identity as
well as social skills. The mechanics of this process are debated
by VA.CiOUS schools or paradigms of child study. What follows
reZloOts a borrowing from development psyehology (the work of
Piagot, Montessori, Vgotsky and others), also tbe work in linguis-
tics, pediatrics, and other sciences that share a notion that a
child's growth is developmental. In doing this, I have eliminated
research differences and created a functional coalition necessary



in shaping child care and educational programs This is done
on an often-heard assurance from practitioners, researchers
and profc,ssionals that alliances across the sciences must be
built so that programs for children are "developmentally sound."

A maj r objective of the policy recommendations ic t
as ur that: the growing debate over child development programs
is ccnchacted with a full recognition of the "cultural dimension";
and tat a eoalitien-orientd strategy is zlchieved, rather than
a divisiveness and conflict between community, special interest
and professional groups. We see two.growing demands: one for
greater cald improved child care services -- be it day care, after
school programs, mental health, pediatrics, nutritional programs,
etc.; and secondly, an increasing demand for pl:ograms that a7-e
culturally sensitive. Consumers want services and programs to
understand them as a Pole, or black, or Asian, or Jew, and they
also want these programs to understand what that culture should
mean to their child. They demand that agencies and programs
protect their children's sense of ethnicity, race, sex, culture
and identity.

What follows is a set of recommendations, some tested and
some not. They are intended to spur new thinking, to shape pro-
grams, policies and institutions. They are aimed at a variety
of groups and institutions in this society including the
consumer (embracing children, parents, ethnic and minority
oups, special interest groups, and the community), researc
ild welfare agencies and professionals, _work and work place,

government, raininq institutions, the media, schools, and
child care proç'rcrns.

GOVERNMENT

Increased governmental activity is needed to generate
programs in child care and child development. A goal of child
care services for all who require or request it should be set
and realized. Nationallv 12.7 million mothers work; 4.4 million
of them have 5.5 million 7hildren under six years of age and
only 3% of these children are in Jicensed day care programs.
This indicates an increase of 12% over 1970 figures and 69%
over 1960. As of March, 1974, 60% ef all wives (husband pre-
sent) with school aae children and 47% with children under the
age of six have worked sometime durina 1974; among black.mar-
ried women, 62% with children under six worked sometime in
that period. The divorc,a rate is rising in society as a whole
and the number of divorced women in the work force with school
age children has risen to 68%. In Chicago 70,180 mothers of
children under the age of six work. That means one-out-of-
three pre-schoo:ers has a working mother, yet less than 5% of
these children are accommodated by licensed day care.

E sential work is needad to provide child care and after-
school services for all families including:



A. Subsidized day care facilities both in the
ommunity and at the work place.

More generous tax deductions for child care,
sincn most working class families can still
not afford unsubsidized services, and per-
haps outright child care subsidies for young
mothers who want to work.

The United States Congress has before it legislation
refe red to as the "Child and Family Services Act" which can
move toward the guarantee of child care for all families. In
the above recommendations I obviously urge the passage of such
legislation. The following recommendations offer ideas that
might help shape these programs:

A. Programs should be flexible and responsive
to demand at various hours, providing ser-
vices for parents whose work hours demand
early morning or late hour care.

Future programs_must incorporate various
neighborhood and home day care strategies.
Programs need to help the community estab-
lish its own child care facility while
maintaining developmentally sound programs
through the creative use of licensing and
inservice training.

This requires government to not only fund
the comprehensive program, but to develop
programs at the neighborhood level. Pro-
grams will also be able_to respond to
crisis in the family, divorce, sudden
illness or death, ptc., through the use of
the elderly, health aides and block parents.

D. The above recommendations are designed to
create an ecology in child programs, to
heighten the community's skills in solv-
ing its problems and meeting its demands.

E. Creation of multi-service family health cen-
ters, including preventive medical care and
comprehensive treatment facilities, special
women's and children's health programs pro-
viding information and counselling on family
pl4nning, maternal and child care; and pos-
sible enrollment on a neighborhood basis in
low-cost health, accident and life insurance
if not comprehensive insurance for ail citizens.

Neighborhood information_and referral centers,
making it easier to obtain basic information
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on child care, health and hospital facili les
and related needs such as job training or
municipal services, continuing education, or
home loans for rehabilitation programs, as
well as cultural and recreational events and
the many other aspects of community life that
are increasingly difficult to learn about and
utilize successfully.

various income maintenance and fa 'ly stabiliz-
ing programs must be explored as we enter into
recession and increasing unemployment; programs
for full employment that include child care and
welfare services must be created.

CHILD WELFARE AGENCIES AND PROFESSIONALS

A myriad of agencies, services, programs and profession
exist to help children and parents. In the average week, a
family may receive assistance from social worker, child care
worker, psychologist, teacher, health and allied health profes-
sionals, etc., depending on their income and need. Yet for both
rich and poor, for the healthy and for those families and chil-
dren of special needs, there exis',:s little coordination of
programs and remarkably little availability of services. Coor-
dination of these programs is needed as well as sensitizing
these programs to the special needs of ethnic and minority
cultures that they serve.

Programs mu- t learn to use the various natur.1 support
systems through a multi-level approach in the communities they_
serve. This would involve delivery systems that include use of:

A. the lay service system which includes the
friendship and kinship networks in which the
family is involved and also community members
who have a reputation for help giving.

B. quasi-institutional services which include
various voluntary and community organizations
as well.as churches, all of which have con-
tacts with the family and can be brought into
cooperating strategies with professionals and
formal governmental helping agencies.

C. the above natural networks then can he inte-
grated with the professional service agencies
and interorganization efforts among those
agencies that bring families seeking help
into the welfare sector through the networks
that surround them in everyday life and which
they turn to in times of personal stress or
community crisis.



Once these programs have been built on these existing
community networks, increased quality of service and sensitivity
requires:

A. Strong cotrmun ty involvement in the design
and operation of all programs, once it has
been ascertained that they are both needed
and desirable.

Trained professionals thoroughly sensitized
to the social, familial, ethnic, economic,
political and other characteristics of the
working class cmmunities.

C. Fie .-ble schedules consonant with the work
patterns of community residents.

D. A sliding scale system for fees for service
rather than an income ceiling for eligibility.

E. Socializing element and an attractive atmos-
phere to minimize the "problem" and "client"
orientation and emphasize co-nunal aspects.

Services delivered to the child must reflect coordinated
and culturally sensitive programs. This would include:

A. The need to provide health and psychological
services to the child from prenatal years
through the middle grades. Many child prob-
lems could be eliminated or better diagnosed
and treated if they were discovered earlier.
Child welfare programs need to expand nutri-
tional and prenatal services and infant health
programs. Community networks, innovative
delivery systems and various community and
para-professionals must be used in creating
pediatric and diagnostic programs.

B. Coordination of programs and services delivered
to the family including coordinating.networks
for the various helping professions incorporat-
ing teacher, child care worker, pediatrician,
social worker and psychologist.

Agencies need to integrate child care and developmental
programs with other family programs. Both the agency and the
professional need to better understand the family as the center
for stress and coping. Too often problems are removed from the
coping ability of the family and community networks. In treat-
ment of the family for problems such as divorce, alcoholism and
mental illness, problems must be approached with the help of all
family members. Families are also the center of ethnic and
cultural lifestyle, which demands that professionals sensitize
themselves to cultural factors.
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There is a growing need for new and improved programs for
the preventi n and treatment of child abuse. Child abuse programs
must work to create the networks of community involvement men-
tioned above. We need to better understand the causes of child
abuse and the cultural differences in abuse among various families.
We must also search for different treatment styles required by
these various groups. Our efforts are particularly relevant due
to increased strains put on all families as a result of the cur-
rent economic crisis and the rapid social change which is impact-
ing on many lives

RESEARCH

Research, the researcher, evaluators and planners hold a
key to the future success of all child care and welfare programs.
There is an immediate need to create means of dialogue and imple-
mentation for both the researcher and community member. The
researcher's past pa:ograms and ideas have often not impacted upon
the practitioner. The researcher, evaluator or planner have many
times been removed from the everyday practice in child care and
delivery. Often we hear the complaint that the researcher has
been forced into the proverbial ivory tower; yet there is a strong
desire for avenues of communication between what are now separated
pursuits of practice and theory. There is a need for:

A. New philosophical and theoret cal models
that create the framework to examine the
requirements of cultural difference while
meeting the special needs of differing
styles of communication, parenting, and
values that ethnicity brings to the child's
learning and development.

Researchers working together acro.: their
various paradigms or traditions that have
shaped child study, so that we move toward
the developmentally sound programs called
for in the introduction.

C. Models that heed the significant cultural
dimensions. In the words of Barbara Bowman,
of the Erikson Institute for Early Education,
the model would "realize that kids are very
much the same, but they respond to different
stimula because of the cultural baggage that
they pick up in the home, family, and com-
munity."

Researchers must examine all previous developmen al models
and programs in an attempt to understand the failure of earlier
attempts to shape policy that too readily defined minority and
ethnic children as "culturally and intellectually inferior." The
programs which formed many of our HEAD START, FOLLOW THROUGH and
early learning curriculums attempted to fit the child into the
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dominant society rather than shape the curriculum fo- the pa ti-
cular culture of ethnic and minority children.

Shaping of future research, curriculum and evaluation
must include:

A. A monitoring of testing and testing programs
that have too often failed to properly under-
stand the complex developmental process of
children while stigmatizing minority and
ethnic children as "intellectually inferior
by their -tandards."

B. A safeguarding of children against the misuse
of psychological and psychiatric programs
including programs using drugs. These pro-
grams also have a legacy of finding minorities
"retarded"; they've used drugs for ill-defined
"hyperactivity" and failed to consider special
cultural characteristics of child and family
that are a part of learning and development.

Child development and public policy researchers need to
coordinate their work with consumer and community groups to
examine the interface between "what is to be done and what are
we doing." Researchers need to better explore the total social
context of children's lives including the significant others
(adults, institutions, neighborhoods) that are too often ignored
by the child researcher. In expanding their studies to include
significant others and by looking at cultural dimensions,
researchers should examine:

A. The impact of housing, n_ighborhood struc ire
and design on the child. Which neighborhoods
offer the best environment for the child,
what are the significant differences brought
about by a person's race or class and how can
this knowledge impact upon our planning for
future communities?

B. What is a good environment for child care,
school or recreation? How can our knowledge
of developmentally sound design impact on
construction or rehabilitation and licensing
requirements? How do people differ in their
perception or need as to ethnicity, race or
class on these questions of environment and
space?

Researchers need to approach the question of parenting and
family pattern in a cross-cultural manner. Culturally sensitive
and developmentally sound programs require:

11



A. Researchers to explore how various eth-
nic and minority groups differ in their
child raising styles. Child care,
schooling and health programs need to
create a dialogue between professionals
and that can be achieved only if we are
sensitive to various parenting styles.

Researchers must also look at parents'
responses to various child welfare jnsti-
tutions and professionals. What are the
differential communications styles that
are created by a person's culture or
class and how does that affect the
parent's ability to work with others
for the child's best interest. We have
heard a great amount of testimony con-
firming that many ethnic, minority and
working class parents have difficulty
working with professionals or institu-
tions which may have a different lan-
guage, cultural style or values.

C What are the particular needs of the
rapidly increasing single parent home?
Researchers and consumers must work
together to use the natural support
systems of community and extended
families to help in the parenting
process.

We need to know more.about_ethnic and
working class people's attitudes toward
child care programs. We need to con-
tinue examining differing communication
styles of working class ethnics and
minorities around issues of child care
and child development.

SCHOOLS

A series of separate recommendations are directed to
schools and child/day care centers. The first recommendati n
is that these two institutions must work closer together in
the care and education of the child. Schools need to work
with preschool programs in early prevention and diagnosis. A
good example of this is the excellent program in the Evanston,
Illinois, public schools, District #65, in Early Childhood
Development which has screened ail preschool children entering
the Evanston schools 'ver the past three years. Obviously,
dialogue between preschool and school parents, administrators,
professional and support workers must be initiated.

12
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Schools offer subtle messages and signals in the

classroom. Obviously, the curriculum and all that forms
the school culture should be ohaped to reflect the need to
support the many cultures and identities that are brought
to school by the children. The Institute on Pluralism and
Group Identity has recently published an excellent guide,
TEE SCHOOLS AND GROUP IDENTITY by Judy Herman, which explores
the various ways that educators can promote a multi-cultural
setting and a curriculum that serves the cultural dimensions
of learning and development. We must move towards cultural
pluralism, which is best defined by a recent statament of the
American Association.of Colleges for Teacher Education:
"Cultural pluralism is a concept that aims towards a 11,-ightened

sense of being and wholeness of the entire society based on
the unique strengths of its parts...To aczept cultural pluralism
is to recognize that no group lives in a vacuum -- that each
group exists as a part of that whole." Attempts to solve the
problem of group and ethnic identity in the education curriculum
can be found in many of the suggestions advocated recently by.
school reformers, women's organizations and the labor movement.
What is required is:

A. Curriculum and other educational materi-
als must reflect the need for a multi-
ethnic approach to education.

B. Textbooks and other educational materials
that promote sex typing must be abolished
and replaced with those that include
positive role models.

School activities and resources must con-
form to equality and meet the special
needs of women and minority working class
children.

D. The culture of the school, the classroom
and teaching styles must offer equal
opportunity for both sexes as well as
racial and ethnic groups. Recent studies
by Dr. Joan Bean of the University of
Massachusetts on the teaching of math
and science to girls and large studies on
teaching styles toward minority and work-
ing class students indicate both latent
and manifest differences in the quality
of classroom instruction offered minority
or female students.

Bilin4ual and bicultural programs must be
offered. We must support the learning and
development of children of all nationali-
ties and ethnic groups. Schools must
initiate programs supporting the language
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arid culture of the home. We must expand
model programs similar to those created
by the Bilingual Resource Center which
teach Bnglish and non-English speaking
children in a bilingual/bicultural set-
ting, supporting the child's native
language and culture while exposing the
child to English.

F. We ned to continue our research on_
langige acquisition while working in
the schools and involving family and
community to best improve the learning
skills of children of all nationalities.

CHILD CARE AND DAY CARE FACILITIES

Although child care centers are becoming a central part
of the lives of many preschool children, day care or child care
still serves only a small percentage of the families that
require it. We now have the opportunity through various legis-
lation to increase the amount and quality of child care.

Child care is found in many forms, sponsors, sizes and
philosophies in this society. But each form of child care --
part time, full time, after school, home, private, franchise,
city, community, parent cooperative and religious sponsored --
needs to be expanded. Obviously in that expansion, good programs
must be edified and weak programs must be strengthened. Strate-
gies for the expansion and improvement of child care must include:

A. The concern for creating programs that
reflect a multi-ethnic and non-sexist
curriculum. All of this realizes that
curriculum and skills development dif-
fer greatly in the preschool setting.
There is little need for the child
care or development programs for three-
and four-year olds to include "a strong
academic component." Yet the culture
center must reflect the variety of
cultures presented by child and parent
and reflect positive sex roles.

B. There is a need for greater cooperation
between various programs, centers,
styles, common philosophies. The Day
Care Crisis Council of the Chicago Area
has been a_leader in bringing interested
parties and programs together. We need
to expand the cooperative efforts among
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centers, lcluding the s aring of
resources. An example of this is a
magnet center in Worchester, Massachu-
setts, which serves a number of centers
composed of many ethnic groups,
philosophies and styles. At varying
times during the week the center brings
diverse groups of children together,
offering expanded curriculum, materials
and support resources to the child and
staff.

Child care center programs must create
and recreate developmentally sound cur-
riculum, drawing on community and family
resources and bringing outside experts
and resource staff into the center.
Inservice training must be a part of the
program. We have often heard the need
for centers to realize that the develop-
mental growth of the child is best
obtained with maximum programming for
the child's sense of self-concept and
security and minimal programming for
developing such skills as reading and
mathenatics.

Centers need to pay attention to language
needs of both non-English and Vngligh
speaking students.. Programs_need to sup
port the natural dialect of language of
the child while shaping other language
learning.

WORK AND WORKPLACE

The workplace offers both a demand and a great opportunity
for e,pandirig the availability for child care facilities.
EMployers and labor unions have a major_responsibility in meeting
this need. An example of one successful program is the highly .

praised Amalgamated Child Day Care and Mental Health Center of
the Amalgamated Clothing Workers of Chicago. Programs must meet
the needs of working_mothers and offer children developmentally
sound programs. An increasing number of mothers of small chil-
dren are working; we must serve these mothers or ignore the over
100,000 children in Chicago who go without day care. These
utserved children are frequently looked after by older siblings
who, in turn, miss large numbers of school days while sitting
with the youngsters. Child care is a requirement of moving this
country towards full employment and it needs to be a part of any
public service program in terms of both the availability of child
care and the creation of new jobs through the training and re7
training of child care and community workers. Extended benefits
must be offered to mothers and pregnatt workers. Finally, for those
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women at home, I recommend a program . initiated in Sweden
where women who have spent years at home with their families
have a tight to government subsidized training and allowance.

TRAINING AND TRAINING INSTITUTIONS

liew and improved preservice and inscrvice training
programs and methods must be created f all levels of
personnel concerned with the care and development of the young
child. These programs must include:

A. Inservice and preservice programs to make
teachers and child care workers more sensi-
tive to the cultural differences, as well
as particular lifestyles, needs and atti-
tudes of various ethnic ard racial groups.

Training institutions mast offer programs
to make child care workers and teachers
more sensitive to the-patterns of the
various ethnic families they serve. All
child helping professionals need to better
understand the interaction between parents
and children within families.

A training program should offer inservice
instruction in the various sciences and
skills of child development. Good train-
ing programs can offer basic skills in
child development, language, health, even
psychoanalytic.theory to make all child
helpers more fluent in diagnostic skills.
Training centers can also offer them
techniques for cooperating with other
professionals that surround their inst
tution (i.e., doctors, nurses, social
workers, psychologists, etc.). These
programs should reflect the often-ignored
ability of the lesser educated worker
who.usually has the capacity and desire
to increase his or her skills. Programs
must also use the experienced workers of
all educational levels whose indigenous
skills make them master teachers of
applied practice. Training should make
the university teacher and researcher
realize that the preschool or school
teacher can be.as good a scientist as
they are when it comes to applied prac-
tice; the experienced worker should be
assured that they can learn from the so-
called expert or scientist.

Training programs must not be removed from

16
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the everyday practicje of child care,
welfare and teaching. Researchers and
professional educators need to enter
into the preschool and schooling setting.
The presence of student or intern in the
preschool or agency should be an oppor-
tunity to offer training to both student
and the personnel who serve as teachers
to that student.

MEDIA

The past twenty years has seen a vast increase in
the impact on children's lives by the media. Studies indi-
cate that the young child may spend as many as 50 hours a week
in front of the television. Recently we have come to realize
television's vast value as a conveyor of positive social values.
Unfortunately, we_also have seen negative impact through tele-
vislon's use of violence, commercial and negative social values.

Media concerned with the development of the -hild should
respond to the following2

A. We must continue to research how tIle
media influence the social and intel-
lectual development of children.

Nedia must make better use of the
knowledge about race, social attitud
and violence. Standards and regula-
tions to curb violence on television
and regulate commercials that are
harmful to children should be passed.
The Notion Committee on Chiidren's
Television is a leader in this impor-
tant work, reflecting a coalition
approach to organizing parents around
demands to make television better for
children.

We need to both explore and act on_
programming that promotes ethnic diver-
sity and responds to the cultural
dimensions of learning and development.
All.media must offer children the oppor
tunity to positively respond to all
cultural groups.

P. Nedia must expand the creative use of
television for all children. The_

success of the Children's Television
Workshop (Sesame Street, Electric
Company, zoom and other shows) indicates
the desirability of developmentally
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sound television productions for
children.

Television and radio must offer
greater access to and input fro
community. _Access in the area of
production (for parents, teachers,
children) includes the ability to
tell others what is right or wrong
about children's lives.

F. Media have impacted greatly on
people's parenting skills and per-
ceptions. We now need to knoy more
about how media have threatened
minority and working class tradi-
tional family styles by convincing
the audience that these styles are
outmoded and not applicable in this
"modern age." Media must respond
with_more creative and culturally
sensitive use of the television,
books and other material to instru-
parents how to better work with
their child's development while
supporting and understanding what
is right about traditional ethnic
family styles.

Because of the impact of other foris of comnrnIcatioit1
as books, libraries, curriculum materials, X rec Mmend:

A. Publishers and curriculum specialist
must produce more developmentally
sound materials (books, games, curri-
culum tools) for children. Books
sensitive to ethnic and minority life
must be more readily available to
children of all incomes and ages.

Better use and exchange of ideas and
materials that are culturally sound
and racially and sex role sensitive
must be achieved by publisher and
community. The Chicago Public
Library's "Toy Bank" program is an
example of the creative use of
resources for children.

C. Publishers and manufacturers mus
allow greater input from communities,
researzhers and practitioners inter-
ested in the production of materials
for the child. Community groups,

1 8



parents and child welfare programs
move for an interface between

their work and interest and the
publisher and manufacturer's output.

Travelling libraries, theatre com-
panies and other resources of materi-
als for children must be expanded.
All children deserve the opportunity
to have books, to see plays and to
interact with artists musicians and
dramatists.

These recommendations might prove t_ be particularly
relevant for this is a time of great-expansion i the demand
for children's materials; at the same time, we face a greater
and greater impact by the media on the child.

CONSUMER

My final policy recommendations are directed to consumers
of child services. Many of these reconunezidations are generic to
the various institutions mentioned above. Some will restate
previous demands. It is the consumer -- the parent, the
community, ethnic or special interest group, the advocate, the
child and the society as a who]e -- that must demand and work
for more culturally and developmentally sound programs for all

children. It is in the interest of this new alliance and new
programs that I propose:

A. Consumers must create a strategy for
various ethnic and minority groups to
coalesce around programs mentioned
above. The need for all groups to
have culturally sound, increased and
improved services for all children-is
inherent in these future coalitionS.

This society faces various pathologies
affecting different ethnic groups that
must be eliminated. Forms of brain
damage, cleft_lip, mongoloidiam, sickle
cell, malnutrition and other patholo-
gies tend to affect particular ethnic
groups differentially, yet theSe
pathologies can be eliminated through
greatly improved prenatal care,
nutrition, health and environment for
all children. As access to good
housing, jobs or food is often denied
to poor and lower middle class people
in this society, there is a groat_need
for coalitions around the demand for
better child care and health programs
for all families.

1 9
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CONCLUSION

_I have c 7fered recommendations which I feel will improve
conditions of weryday life for all children and families. Some
recommendations are painfully simple.. Good nutrition, the right
to a decent hame or job for all families is something this
society can and must readily offer.

I am asking for more child care programs and for the
improvement of programs concerned with child welfare. In doing
that I demand that the programs fairly treat traditional life-
styles and culture of al3 ethnic and minority groups. Past
programs have often been callous or ignorant of those children
and parents who approach them as "different." They must realize
that children and parents bring cultural values to their insti-
tutions, and programs must guarantee sound development and
equality for all children. We need only to look around and see
the unnecessarily ill, the abused or the ignored child to_
realize oar conscience as a nation must be uneasy. Yet, if we
were to eliminate the errors and omissions of our past treat-
ment of children, then our gift today of the happy child will
be priceless and our inheritance of a healthy nation will prove
to be invaluable.
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By Irving M. Levine

A coalitionist's analysis of major domestic public policy
problems in our multi-ethnic society. $1.00

2. THE ROLE OF WHITE ETHNIC COMMUNIT ES IN THE URBAN ADJU TMENT
OF NEWCOMERS
By Joseph P. Fitzpatrick

A stable well-organized ethnic comnunity can assist ne
comers by creating links to the mainstream of uz:ban
life. $.50

AMERICA'S YOUNG WORKERS: PRELIMINARY RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ACTION
By Judith Herman

Job- and community-related recommendations offered at the
National Consultation on Young Worker Alienation: A Com-
munity Approach to the workplace. $1.00

4 THE NEW JERSEY CONSULTATION ON ETHNIC FACTORS IN EDUCATION
Edi ed by Nancy Seifer

A guide for programming around ethnic factors in education;
recommendations for school-community relations, curriculum
planning, teaching aids, teacher training and new research.
$.50

5. TESTIMONY SUBMITTED TO THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON HEALTH OF THE U.S.
SENATE COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND PUBLIC WELFARE

Joseph Giordano suggests a reshaping of current mental
health policies and programs to make services more
accessible to lower middle income groups. $.50

6. URBAN ETHNIC ORGANIZING
By.Daniel F. Reidy

Summary of research project describing elements of effective
organizing in urban ethnic communities; includes policy recom-
mendations for community organizers. $1.00

7. MODIFYING THE SMALL GROUP EXPERIENCE FOR MULTI-CULTURAL AMERICA
By Nicholas V. Montalto

A critique of multi-cultural edu ation of the past, 4ith an
emphasis on the educational benefits to be derived from
emphasizing cultural differences. $.75
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By John Kenneth Sieben

A study of New Jersey higher education's (
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LABOR EDUCATION IN NEW JERSEY
By David Yuckman

A report on the n_ture and extent of one state's labor-
sponsored formal and informal education programs. $1.00

10. SENSE AND_SENSIBILITY IN MIDDLE AMERICA
By Leonard Zweig

A redefinition and "expansion of the humanities," serving
to confirm the values and cultures of working cla s Ameri-
cans. $1.25

11. ETHNICITY AND AMERICAN EDUCATION
By Irving M. Levine

An edited compendium of writings dealing with the ethnic
factor in public educati 1. $1.25

13. NOWHERE TO BE FOUND
By Victoria Samueis

As the media's stereotypes of working class women are
pervasive, the auti,or discusses the literature on this
frequently overlooked group to provide a more accurate
picture. Also contains an annotated bibliography of ad-
ditional related material. $1.25
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